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Abstract

Government of India’s Centre for Development of Telematics (CDOT) has developed a modular, distributed telephone switching system.
There is an ongoing effort to model, analyse, and optimise the teletraffic performance of this switching system. In this pdper we report the
methodology and results of a part of this work. We use analytical queuing models to estimate the capacities of the Administrative Processor,
and the Space Switch Controller. We formdate the system overload
control problem as a constrained optimisation problem, solve the problem, and use simulations to evaluate various adaptive overload control
algorithms.
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Introduction

Government of India’s Centre for Development of Tklematics(C-DOT) has developed a modular, distributed, digital switching system that will eventually
.be capable of supporting upto 16,000 ports and an attempt rate of 300,000
calls/hour (see Figure 1). There has been an ongoing effort t o analyse and optimise the performance of the various processor based modules of this switching
system. A detailed simulation model was used to estimate the capacity of a
Base Module to design an overload control for it, and to show how its capacity
can be improved. This work was reported in [ 2 ] . In this paper we report on
the methodology we have used to (i) analyse the performance of two piocessor based modules, namely the Administrative Processor (AP) and the Space
Switch Controller (SSC), and (ii) design the system level overload controls.
The AP and the SSC perform call processing tasks and also participate
in various lower priority activities such as testing and audits. We identify
the various performance criteria that mnst be met for each of these classes of
tasks in each of the two modules. We then dcvelop a queueing model, with
three priority levels, that applies to both the modules. The analysis of this
queueing model reduces to that of a standard “vacation model”. Numerical
computations from well known Laplace transform formulae yield the desired
performance measures. We provide numerical results based on preliminary real
time measurements obt,ained from C-DOT.
We then turn t o the problem of designing the system level overload control,
i.e., an overload control strategy that protects all the call processing modules.
At variance with the ad hoc tecliniques that have previously been adopted
for mch problems, we formulate the problem as one of miiiimising averaxe
call set-up time while keeping throughput as large as possible. This yields a
contrained nonlinear minimisation problem. The problem is easily solved and a
scheme is developed for on-line tuning of the controls (i.e., a n adaptive overload
control). Simulations are used to study the performance of the algorithm.
Preliminary results shcw that the algorit,hm g i v e good transient and steady
state performance.
This paper is organised as follows In Section 2 we give an overview of the
C-DOT DSS architecture. In Sections 3 and 4 we describe the performance
analysis of SSC and AP. In Section 5 we briefly present the methodology for
designing the syst,em level overload controls.
This paper is a brief summary of the methodology and results. The details
are available ekewhere. See [a], [ 7 ] ,[6].
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Overview of C-DOT DSS Architecture

T h e C-DOT DSS has a modular and distributed architecture (Figure 1) consisting of a number of processor based modules, namely an Administrative
Module (AM), a Central Module (CM), and a number of Base Modules (BM).
The AM provides the functions of overall system initialisation, systemwide
maintenance, call routing and frank altocatron. The system administration
consoles are connected to the Input-Output Processor (IOP), which interfaces
to the system r i a the AM.
The CM consisb of a Space Switch (SS), the Space Switch Controller (SSC),
and a Central Message Switch (CMS). The space switch provide the digital
paths fqr voice connections between BMs. The SSC allocates and d e a l l o d e s

Figure I: Architecture of the C D o T DSS

znter-BM speech paths through the space switch. The CMS is basically a simple
packet switch, and is connect,ed to the BMs and the SSC by 64 kbps links and
to the AM by a 128 kbps link. The various modules coxnmuaicate with each
other by sending messages that are switched between the links by the CMS.
A simple stop-and-wait ARQ [8] protocol is used on each link. End-to-end
message integrity is maintained by.an end-to-end go-back-n ARQ protocol IS].
Lines and trunks terminate on the Terminal Interface Controllers (TICs)
in the Base Module. Each Base Module comprises four TICs, each providing
access t o 128 subscriber lines or trunks. Hence the maximum configuration
of 32 BMs supports 16,000 lines/trunks. A TIC performs fnnctions such as
origination detection, digit reception, answer detection, digit outpuking etc.,
for the line and trunk terminations. A BM aiso contains a Time Switch (TS)
(time slot interchanger), a Time Switch Controller (TSC), a Ease Message
Switch (BMS) and a Base Processor (BP). The time switch is part of the
overall time-space-time switching fabric, and is also used for swiiching intraBM calls. The BMS provides message switching between the TICS and the
BP. The BP processes call stimuli in the BM.
The processor modules run the CDOS operating system. This is a mul-’
titasking operating system, in which processes interact by passing messages
to each other. The setup of a call involves the interaction of several software
processes running in the processors of the various modules. Each of these
processes can either be eternal or dynamic. Eternal processes are created during system initialization, whereas dynamic processes are created on demand by
the operating system and they terminate on completion of their task (typically
on the completion of a call). The processes communicate between themselves
through messages. As mentioned above, when the processes are on different
modules, the interprccessor messages are switched by the CMS.
Each process has associated with it a message queue. When a process
gets its turn to run on the processor, it processes a message in its message
queue. Upon completion of this work, the process joins the back of a queue of
processes waiting for service at the processor. The operating system permits
process priorities, but the priority is nonpreemptive. Further, the queue of
messages waiting at a process may also he ordered by message p r L 4 t ; e s . Note
here that, although prmities between software processes are nonpreemptive,
hardware priority is preemptive. Thus, for example, an interrupt by a link
controller will interrupt a software process. This has important implications
for central resource3 (e.g., AP and SSC) that must communicate frequently
with all the other modules.
The details of a typical call set up are given in [2].
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The SSC axid ilts activities

3.1

Recall from Section 2 that (/heCentral Module houses the Space Switch which is
a part of the overall time-sbace-time switching fabric a.nd is used for switching
inter-BM calls. The SSC isiconcerned with establishing and tearing down paths
through the Space Switch( This is the only call setup related activity of the

ssc.

’.

.

call processing requests
tests
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The SSC communicate with the various module processors3 through m e s
sage transmissions and receptions that cause hardware interrupts to the SSC.
Each link interrupt needs dervice from an interrupt service routine that is exe‘cuted by the SSC proceesok. The protocol used for message exchange between
processors i s such that, each message results in 4 interrupts to a processor. A
message reception/transm{ssion is followed by its link acknowledgement, then
by an end-bend acknow1e;dgement and tinally by a link acknowledgement for
the end-bend achnowledg/ement. Recall that hardware interrupts are served
at the highest priority and are preemptive.
In the current softwarelversion, some maintenance and audit processes are
run in the SSC. The SSC deri6dically receives sanity monitor punches (SMPs)
from the various process&, namely the BPs, the AP, the CMS. These are
served ae a higher priority khan calls. In addition, the SSC performs tests that
are served at alower prioriky than call processing tasks. There are three types
of tests: (ij Sequential Meibory Acccw test, (ii) Voice Path test, and (iii) Link

audits

interrupts
call processing requests

r ’11
..

= Service time of z ~ p a t hset
= Service time clf a path trar down

=- Occupancy of tbe SSC pmcesuor due to sanity monitor punches
M?&)

(a.bAA?

From Section 3.1, it is clear that the SSC processor has to serve 5 types of
customers at different priority levels. This would yield a model as shown in
Figure 2. The SSC occupancy due to sanity monitor process is of the order of
1-2%. We remove the SMP out of the model by inflating all service times by
a factor of 1/0.98 or 1/0.99.
Note that tests and audits are performed at the lowest priority, but are
not indefinhely deferrable. There is an attempt to perform tests and audits in
segments of 10 ms. approximately. Though this traffic is not always present,
we. model it as though it is always queued for service at the .‘SC and call it
?ill work”. It then becomes a point of interest to know the tct number of
till work segments (of 10 m. each) that can be served by th :SCin a given
time.
Thus we have a 3-priority queue model corisisting of iitl rrupts, path setups/tear downs and fill work segments as shown in Figurr. ‘..
Note that interrupts can occur either during a call servic time or the service
time of a fill work segment. These interrupts receive preeiqtive service a t the
highest priority. This Suggests that we can have a further simplified 2-priority

~

We note that brclupr bl+~ardowr4
and bin: are modelled as fixed times and are

obtained from measureme&. It follows that the SSC processar occupancy is
given bv

call processing requests
(with modified service times)

= PSMP
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the interrupts related to
Recall that the message
causea 4 link interrupts.
Each c d l generates 3 m a ’ ges a t the SSC: a switch path request from the AP,
a termination message frok the SSC to the destination BP, and a switch path
re!c.ase message to the SSCF.
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Figure 3: Three priority queuing model for the SSC
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fill work

We have seen from the prevlious section that tests and audits are performed only
when the processor is not ilivolved in the processing of calls, sanity punches or
interrupts. Such work is sr/id to be deferrable. There are three non deferrable
tasks in the SSC, namely, lbcessing of calls, processing of sanity punches and
processing of interrupts. Pie shall refer to the fraction of time that the SSC is
busy performing non-deferkable tasks as SSC occupancy.
Let

XC

v

Figure 2: Five priority queuing model for the SSC

and release of hanging

3.2 SSC

Ill

------

Xf

= 12uX + XI,

Figure 4: Two priority queuing model for the SSC
model consisting of calls and fill work segments both of whose service times
are modified appropriately to take into account the effect of the preempting
interrupts.
Moreover, since till work segments are performed only in the absence of
calls we can model these as nonpreemptible “vacations” taken by the server
whenever the call queue is empty.
If Xc, the arrival rate of path setups and teardowns into the SSC,is wtsurned
to be Poisson, then the above modification of service times due to interrupts
c a n be

done exactly, and we have the standard M/G/l queue with vacations

as the model for SSC [4]. This final model ir shown in Figure 4.

(2)

XI. is eqsily calcuiatedlby accounting for the message traffic due to sanity
monitor punch=, and the ,/.arioustests. It turns out that, for a 32 BM configuration, and for the eurrent~software version, XI, = 150 per second. For details
I
~
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Also it follows that,

PerTormance criteria

3.:

We first note that the call sojourn times at the SSC directly add up to the
end-to-end set up delay. Hence an important performance measure is switch
path request sojourn time at the SSC.
Though tests are deferrable, there is a requirement that they cannot be
delayed by more than a specified amount of time. It follows from our 2-priority
peue model that this requirement will be met if there is a limit on the lengths
,f call busy periods. Similarly, a certain number of audits must be completed
within a specified amount of time. Thus completion time for a cycle of tests
and audits is another performance measure of interest.
These performance measures generate the following performance requlremeuts, where t l , tz and t3 are specified time constraints, and 01,0 2 , 0 3 are
probabilities ( close to 4 ) with which these constraints must be met.

P(Call setup or teardown time < 11) > a1
P(Cal1 busy period < tz) > a2
P(Cyc1e time f o r F f i l l work segments < t 3 ) > a3

EX Xlbi,t =
1 - Arbin,

EXI

= EX

EVl

= EV+EVX'bi,,=-

+

1 - XIbint
3.4.2

(bsetup

+ bteardown)/2

1 - XIbint
bji!,

1 - Xrbi,t

(8)

(9;

Call sojourn times

Now we have an M/G/l vacation model for the SSC with arrival rate XC,
service time L.S.T. ZI(S)and vacation time L.S.T. Gr(s). Let Tc be the random
variable for the sojourn time of a call at the SSC. Let &is) denote the L.S.T.
of the c.d.f.. Tc(t) of Tc. Let Tc, and &,is) denote the random Yariable
and its L.S.T. for call sojourn time in an M / G / l queue without vacations.
It follows from the Pollaczek - Khinchine formula [4] for sojourn time in an
M/G/l queue (without vacations), that

(3)
(4)

(5)

We see that the performance requirements are specified in terms of probability
distributions of the corresponding random variables. Hence we resort to the
determination of Laplace Stieltjes Transforms [4] for the distributions of

where,

1. Sojourn times in the call processing queue

Clearly PCI is the processor occupancy due to calls and the interrupts that
occur during call processing.
It now follows from the stochastic decomposction property of the M / G / l
queue with server vacations [l] that

2. Busy periods in the call processing queue
3. Completion time for F fill work segments
These are then numerically inverted using a numerical technique [3] to
obtain the probability measures.

3.4

Analysis of the queuing model

3.4.1 Modification of call service times and fill work segments t o

--

incorporate i n t e r r u p t s
Let X denote the call service time random variable, Y the interrupt service
time random variable, and V the vacation time random variable. Thus, for the
workload model in Section 3.2,

=

with probability 1/2
probability 1/2

{

s(l - P C I ) i ' l ( S ) 1 - G I ( S )
xc - X C i . l ( S ) s E K

s

where
variable of

3.4.3

fi [b].

+

(12)

is the L.S.T. of the c.d.f. of the residual lifetime random

Call busy periods

~ ~ ~ ~ , , , with
, , n

For calculation of call busy period distribution, we consider a vacation in which
a t least one arrival has occurred.
Note that the presence of vacations in the model causes the elongation of
bfiu = fill work segment length (= 10 msec in the current system)
call busy periods because an arrival to an empty system does not immediately
start service, but waits for the completion of the vacation time Other arrivals
we have V = b p , with probability 1.
may occur during this residual vacation and these will contribute to the folProceeding more generally, however, let Z(s) denote the Laplace Stieltjes
lowing busy period. Let Gcv denote the random variable for the busy period
Transform (L.S.T) of the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) X(t) of X .
due to calls arriving during such a vacation and & v ( s ) be its L.S.T.
Let X r denote the call service time modified bv hardware interrmts. and define
Let Sc(s) denote the L.S.T. of the call busy period distribution in the model
Xdt) and i d s ) analogously. Similarly, define Y ( t ) i4s)
, and V ( t ) G(s);
,
fi,h ( t i , Gwithoutvacations, we have [41,
Assuming that the interrupts arrive in a Poisson process independent of
the call arrival process, we now proceed to find ZI(S),
Since the interrupts receive preemptive service at the highest priority, the
interrupt service queue is just an M/G/l queue. Let GI denote its busy period
distribution, and $ I ( s ) the L.S.T. of GI [41. It follows that
Conditioning on Vl and then unconditioning we get
Further, Y

= bin* with

probability 1. Letting

. ,

s;(s)

= I(s

+ XI -

X&(S))

Conditioning on the length of the unmodified call service time X , we get,
where GI(.) is as in the previous section.
3.4.4

I.e.,

(7)

Cycle t i m e for F fillwork segments (vacations)

Let U denote the random variable denoting the time until one cycle of F
fillwork segments is completed and a fresh cycle starts and let C(s) denote its
L.S.T.
A vacation.is followed by a call busy period if arrivals take place during
the vacation. Otherwise, the server goes on another vacation. Owing to the
assumption of Poisson arrivals, we have a renewal process with a renewal epoch
defined at the start of a vacation.
Let 2 denote the random variable for the interrenewai time and i(s) its
L.S.T. Conditioning on the vacation length random variable V1,and recalling
i c ( s ) from Equation 13, we have

i(s)

=

Bl(S

+ Xc(1 - i c ( s ) ) )

Finally, S(s) is obtained from G(s) = Z ( S ) ~
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We note here briefly our resolufiou of an anomaly tha?, was nheiveti by C-DOT
engineers when they measured! SSC processor occupancy. Whereas processor
'occupancy should increase linkarly with A, a s is clear froni Equation 1, the
measurements yielded a nodidear, convex, increasing curve.
Upon iqvestigation, it turnkd out that the measurement process was me%s u i n g the fraction of time the SSC queue in nonempty. This is what we have
denoted as p e r (Equation II),; nd is clearly nonlinear in A. The reason for the
nonlinearity is clear: as X incre/ases,sodoes X,I thus causing an increase 1n the
effective mean service time of ;k call request (i.e., EX^).

I

3.6

Performance Analysis of the Administrative
Processor

4

Numerical Resultls

The transforms obtained in thfl previous section were inverted using a numerical inversion technique for Lapiace transforms [3]. The numerical data used are
as follows: u = 0.735, bsetup lOrns, bteardown = 6ms,binr = 0.6rns, bjirr =

4

From a modelling perspective, the AP is very similar to the SSC.

4.1 The AP and its activities
Recall from Section 2 that the AP is connected to the CMS through a 128
kbps link and is the interface between the switch and the system administration consoles. Call processing work at the AP involves routing and allocation/deailocation of trunk resources. In addition, the AP acts as a conduit for
flow of billing and iriif€ic information from the BMs to the secondary storage
a t the Input Output Processor(I0P). The AP communicates with the other
module proce~sorsthrough messages that are switched by the CMSs. The AP
invshes itself in pracessing the hardware link interrupts generated by these
message t r a d e r s . Like every other processor, the AP participates in basic
tnaatenance activities which include the reception of sanity puiiches from ~ C S
copy (the AP is duplexed), the SSC, the XOPs and the AIarni and Display Unit
(ADP). The AP in addition performs audits during idle time.

AP occupancy

4.2

We define the activities of call processing, sanity punch pmcessing and interrupt processing its constit,uting the noridefeerrakjie work at the AP. Deferrable
work comprises the coileetirm and delivery OF billing/traffic records to the IOP,
ar:d also audits.
A P occupancy is the fraction of kime the AP spends on nondeferrable work.
The methodology for expressing the occupancy as a function of the call attempt
rate is similiar to that of the SSC.
Since the discussion in this section is entirely about the AP, we can adopt
the same notation as in Section 3, without causing any confusion
Let
bolloc

6&,&,c

= service time for routing and trunk allocation
= ser yice time for trunk deallocation

Each intermodule call generates 3 messages a t the AP: a roule-request
from the originating BM to the AP, a path setup request from the AP to the
SSC, and finally, on call completion, a resource deallocation request from the
originating BM to the AP. It follows, as in the case of the SSG, that

and
< iwupan,: y.

Figme 6 shows the distribution of call processing busy period. Clearly this
performance requirement does lnot constrain SSC capacity at all.
Figure 7 shows the cycle t i b e for completing 100 fill work segments. This
graph shows that at 45 calls/sr;c this requirement is met, but at 48 calls/sec it
i e t not.

X I = 12uA .+ Xldam*
where in,,,&,

+XI,

is the interrupt rate due to billing and subscriber monitoring

dumps f r o m the B M s to the IOP via the AP, and has the form

= 0.3uX 4- 0.16X
&.re,of course, met a t this occup!auc'ycerresponding to a load of 129,600 BHCA
!

The coefficients in this equation are obtained from analysis of the AP in.
terrupts due to dumps, and ,XI = 8 5 per second for a 32 BM configuration[7].
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ueuing model for the AP
For the purposes of modelling, work at the AP is considered bo be :it three
priority levels:-

\

+/Ij
@-

1. Interrupts, caused by message transmission and recep'.iiin w e r the iinks,
are served at hardware priority level. These wr precnipiive i n nature.

/-

2. Call processing work that involves routing arid ~ r u i i l ailocai,ioii/deallocatioii
i
is served at the highest software priority level

-.)'"-Dl

3. Billing, trafic dumps and audits are served at tbc lom~stpriority.
Thus we again have a three priority mode: as witlr the SSC. Again, we
treat the low priority work a s fill work that is done i n 10 ms. segments. The
analysis is identical to that in Section 4.
The performance measures identified are call sojoiirn times and the probability that F fill work segments are compleled within a given duration, which
translate into the bllowing performance requirements:-

P(cal1 s o j o u r n time at the AP < t l ) > a1
P(cycle lime for F f i i l work segments < t 2 ) > a2

4.4

Figure 10 Queuing model for the overload control problem. The "wive"-like
symbols denote load shedding points

(17)
(18)

Numerical results

T h e numerical data used for obtaining occupancy arid performance measures
are as follows: u = 0.735, bDiioc= 7ms, bdaouoc = Sms, b,,,$ = O.6ms, bf,it =
IOrns, tl = looms, 12 = 3600sec, a: I:a2 = 0.95
In Figure 8 the c.d.f. of call sojourn time in the AP is plotted for X = 46,
5U, 54, 58, 62 cails/sec, which correspond, respectively, to p = 0.60, 0.65, 0.70,
8.75, 0.80. It is seen from the graph that sojourn time requirements are met
w e n upeo p = 0.80.
ln Figure 9 we pintf the probability of performing IOON fill work segments
rsus N ,for X = 46,50,54,55,62 cal!s/sec. The amount of
depends on A, since the billing and traffic
iieztly, the value of F' in the performance
dumps are traffic. reiat
a on A. For each X the corresponding value
requirenreiit (Equation
c: 9, the values increasing with BHCA. It
1 is the perfoimance requirement met.
It foilo..vs that the capacity of the AP is 165,600 BHA at 60% processor
occupancy.

~~~~~~a~

~~~~~0~

In this section, we propose and partialiy develop a methodology for designing
an overload control strategy for the entire switch. We only have space here to
provide a summary of our work; for details see [71 and (61.
Recall that the capacity of each processor module corresponds tp a inaximum occupancy. If the load offered causes an occupancy exceeding this, an
overload control mechanism must respond quickly and attempt to shed the excess load. The objective of such a load shedding strategy will be to maximise
carried load, whiie giving satisfactory performance to all the carried load.
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5.1

Forrnu1al;ionand solution of the overload control problem

In the work that we repo:t here, we have taken the first st.ep towards
devising an integrated control strategy for protecting a!l tile processor based
modules. For simplicity, we begin by considering only the BPs arid laheAP. This
motivates the nlodci in Figure 10 with which all the subaeq
concerned.
There are iV BMs. iii Figure 10, X i denotes the rate of
Prior to each BM, t,hcre is a p r : ~- - dial control that conl.rol
to r s [ < A,). Bet.weei: each RZ! ;id the A P there i s possibly a post - dial
e t; Erom Bi'n, l o sz(57 % ) . Thus the total
input rate into the AP is
I at the EP and AI' are denoted respectively
p h p < 1 and U ip:lp i1 , such that
the occupancies of each. WL' uni! Al' must be maintained less than pkP and
p>,, respecti%ely. Thus, d l ~ t i roffered load can he handled by rach of the
X i 5 P : , ~ > / c I . !I follows that the
processors, if X i 5 p$,/b, for all i , and
maximum carried load 7 for gicen (XI,. . , , AN) is givm by -;(Xi;. . . ,) ,A
=
min(iCiv,, niin(Ai, p>,/b!), P L / ~ ) .

cf,

The problem

i s to

dectde at which +-.is

201 s k r o u l d b e exercised;

and for a given set, of values (Al,.. . , X.x) what the values of
. . .r,) and
(31,. . . ,S N ) should be. We will impose the constraiui that the throughput of
the syst,eni should be as large as possible, i.e.,?(XI : . . . , X-w). Clearly there are
many ways of shedding load to achieve this maximum throughput.
In a post-dial scheme, such as tLat oTAT&l's 5ESS, though the contrcl can
react rapidly to an overioad, it is clear Lhat under sustajoed overload, serving
calls at She BMs oniy to reject them later is wasteful of the BM capacity. It,
would be good to have 3 mechanism that rejects calls right at their entry point
to the BM, i.e., a pre-dial control. In s:ic)I 2 case, we can have reduced dialtone delays. In fact, our sirnuiation results have showri that even the transient
perfor'mance of tho post dial contrcl is not superior to the controls we devise.

-.

-

At variance with the ahhoc t,eclrnic,ues used in earlier and exist.ing switches,
we have g i , w a novel tileatmerit for over. )ad cont,rol. by fornruiating it, it8
a problem of finding the mount of load to be accepted at, eirclr BM. so that

t

average end-to-end call :>elup delay is rriinirnised, while keeping: the throughput
large as possrbk +e.,
?(A1 1 . . . ,A,")). Wt~v;1shall iissurne chal all the call
rejection is done before ti L: i3Fs.
Let N , 6, and a be as kMmxl earlier ;n this section. Let

F,gilre 31 Schematic of independent BP and AP controls

a load that can be s'afely handled by BMj

Figure 12 Schernauc of mtegs,.!d Mi. and AP controls

5.3

Integrated overload emkrol for the BPs and the AP

where r* is the solution o /

Observe that the fornl of the optimal solution naturally lends itself t o a
threshold control implemi ntation. T h e ideal throughput of such a controller
18 given b y

A, .= rat,e uf c d

i

~ r=
i xi

;f xi

~ r - ,= r-*

if

I;

< r*
2 r'

determine the valnes
conivo!.

T

and u,. T h e BM then applies a rate min(ui, r) as the

A threshold controller 1s realised as follows (51, and does not require knowledge of the xi. Consider ithe presence of i. token pool at the NICI. Each call
t h a t enters the BM is accbpted for service at the BM, only if the pcol is not
empty. T h e call takes aw2i.y a toketi. Arriving islis Lhat find the pcml empty,
ide
c!o

5.2

On-line deterrpination of t,he optii-r~-.l

We ireed a conlro? algorit!hm that obtains r from ou-lkc
value of r should closely trlack the optimal control r* as t,!,

'

'

'

I

over successive intervals. IThe control level is adjusted at. t,he eiids of these
measurement periods.
Thus the pn~blemb e c o p one of finding a projection of the zero of a certain
function f(r) whose noisy d u e s can be obtained for each va!ue of its ar8u:nei:t
r. T h e same problem WI[ obtained in the context of post-dial contin). of the
CP in ?he 5ESS svgitch, a d well known slochaslac ~ p p ~ t t ~ techniques
~ h o n
have beeri appiied t o it. b% the first author In [5]. If pk is the measurement
d f ( r b ) ; (i.e., a i tbe
Ctep of the iteration), the aigcrithm y;eIds rt+i as

fo!lows

~

+.&=

Q,+L

[~
S!,

I

!aN)lp:,

+z
( Y a t x - 1)
EL--W+rf1
b/'&

Each call retplres Q rnillisecs at. the AP. W e Msnme that each RM is offered a
load all of which requires service a1 the AP aiso. Note that this assumption is
not strictly true, since a BM is subjected t o Ioad due to both originstions and
terminations. Only originations eventually require service at the AP. Terminating calls a t a BM require service oniy at the BM. Further work is needed
t o incorporate termination traffic into our model.
T h e numerical da.ta used are as follows: A' = 30, p i p = 0.7, p&. =
=
0.7, Maximum value for the threshold counter M = 30, a = lOrns,
20rns, t = jOOrns, p = 0.9, Measurement and control update interval = 5
seconds.
We report here the res
an experiment that was done to study the
effect of the Iocat,ion of the
points, (pre-dial or post-dial or both) and to
sludy their relative perfGmrw.Ice with respect t o the shady state and transient
bchaviour. The loads on tire BMs were changed alter *very 3 m:a u k s t o study
the adaptivcnrss of ?,he control straieyy shown i n Equatim 20.
For the first 3 minutes, the Ioadson the BMs were X i . , , Xzo = 3.5, X z l , , . ,430
1. T h e correct level of control is 3.0 For thd next 3 rrrinutes, the !oads were
Ai . . . X30 = 3.0. The correct level of control is 2.33. For the last 3 minutes of
the simulation, t h e loads were X I . . A30 = 2.0. The c~rt'ectlevel of control is
4.5.

(20)

[.If

where
is the projecilion of the quantity in [.I into the interval k,3].The
wquence {Oh) is an interr ediate quantity whose interpretation can be found

in [5].
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